
MANIFESTO

I, Aryan Pal(190020023), if elected as the General Secretary, Hostel 9 (Pluto), promise to uphold the
position with the utmost honor, integrity and responsibility. I will strive to create a thriving hostel
culture with inclusive development in infrastructure, sports, cultural and technical areas to the best of
my abilities .I will ensure accountability and transparency in the functioning of the hostel council. I
will be open to criticism and approachable to all the residents.

Initiatives

# Launch SMA Transparency Portal allowing H9 residents to check their SMA balance for
transparency and information in smart digital way

# Propose the installation of Hanging Swings (Hammock) to improve aesthetic of hostel

# Install Monkey bar for multipurpose body weight exercises in the free space to increase the fitness
index of students and access to open gym culture in the hostel

# Conduct a Moodzy Trip for the fitness enthusiasts to embark on the journey towards a fitter and
healthier environment

# Introducing a New mess counter for non-veg food items included in ”extras” of the Mess-menu.

# Initiate to include Tech and Cult events(competitions like dance competition, coding rounds,etc) for
more involvement of hostel residents in these zonars

# Badminton Court to be cemented which will contribute in the improvement of sports facility

# Introduce Talent Showcase at Nautanki for appreciation of achievements and performances of
Hostel inmates in various cultural zonars and their GCs

Follow-ups

# Ensure up 24/7 printing facility in the hostel by setting up Printer in study room

# Follow up on purchasement of Dryer for easing up the cloth drying especially in monsoon season

# Continue the follow up of H9 coding fiesta with an increased focus on ML and AI

# Arrange a Hostel trip after Midsem to enhance bonding between hostel mates

# Proposal to install high quality security cameras in the cycle stand to avoid thefts

# Continue the Follow up of E-Certificates for the hostel awards and GC winners of the hostel

Sports

# Repairing the rooftop of Gym room and upkeep of Gym hardware.

# Incorporate new small-scale games like Clocked Chessboard, 4 in a row, Wooden Tic Tac Toe etc.

# Construct new demarcations on Basketball and Volleyball court

Mess

# Will arrange up an Act for promoting zero wastage and enhancing drama culture

# Replace the old bread toaster with the Rolling bread baker for the necessity of hostel residents

Tech

# Posting short E-magazines (5-6 pages) at a frequency of every 3 months on Tech page featuring
work of our GC participants and Inter IIT participants

# Conduct Glider Making and Star Gazing Workshops for sparking enthusiasm in tech

# Painting Tech room and bringing up inventories as required for the conduction of Hardware GCs
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Maintenance

# Installing up Flood lights for proper lighting in the camera visibility region and dark spaces in hostel

# Coordinate with the Scrap Removal committee to ensure smooth functioning of the removal process.

# Push for coverage of drains to reduce flooding during monsoon in the hostel.

# Ensure up proper maintenance of existing services like Washing Machine, Water Cooler-Filter,
Motion Sensors, Bathroom Windows etc.

# Will organize a Tree plantation day to enhance the importance of nature/environment

# Re-establish a Hostel 9 Board just outside the main gate of our hostel

Cult

# Hold up the GCs participation by ensuring the proper conduction of informal Lukhha sessions and
improve music inventory by repairment

# Will introduce a brand new Projector with screen and repair camera which will help us for
smooth conduction of any cultural or sport event of our hostel

# Renew the OTT subscription of Disney + Hotstar, Amazon Prime, Sonyliv for TV Room

# Conduct a Hostel-9 Logo competition and will appreciate the winner by establishing it as our
official logo of Hostel-9

Web

# Enhancement of User Interface and User experience to increase the visitors count on website’s

# Get New Ethernet Splitters which will provide 2 connections so as to use in emergency situation

As G.Sec

# Conduct All Body Meet regularly for proper bonding of council and inter zonal interactions

# Decisioning for the best interests of the hostel at the institute level as a member of the HGSC and
use this platform to raise the student issues and conduct inter hostel events

# Ensure proper representation of the hostel in various Institute level committees like Mess,
Maintenance, Tech, CC and Sports

# Maintain the transparency about Amenities Funds and the Institute Planned Non-Planned Funds
allotted to Hostel and ensure the optimized utilization of funds for maximum hostel benefit

# Will ConductGeneral Body Meetings every semester and share work report on the hostel website

Credentials

# System Administrator of Hostel-9 [2021-2022]

# Silverscreen Club, Senior Convenor [2021-2022]

# Team Manager, PlutoFiesta [2021-2022]
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